Press Release
Everything needed for hunting – cutting tools for hunters
The long-established company Friedr. Dick presents top quality tools for
processing game with different shapes and lengths of blade for every task
and cut. The knife is one of the most important implements that a hunter
needs. A hunter’s basic equipment consists of knives for dressing and
cutting game. The wide variety of F. DICK butcher's knives is already used
by hunters and the high quality and good price-performance ratio offered
by Friedr. Dick products has convinced many hunters.

In response to the increasing automation and acceleration in everyday life,
many people are refocused on nature and a more traditional and
sustainable way of life. Above all, the closeness to nature and an interest
in the origin of food products are decisive drivers in this respect. Reliable
quality, a long service life and products tailored precisely to the application
are therefore also important for the tool used.

Butcher's and hunting knives from Friedr. Dick are made exclusively of
high-alloy, stainless steel. This basic material is the basis for further
processing right through to the finished quality knives. The knives are
100% made in Germany and are designed for easy, fatigue-free and painfree work. They lie comfortably and naturally in the hand, which
significantly reduces tension, strain and discomfort. The surface structure
of the handle is particularly slip-proof, even when wet or greasy.

Butcher's knife from F. DICK are fitted with fixed plastic handles. This
means that the connection between the handle and the blade is
completely tight and that no gap occurs if sidewise pressure is applied to
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the blade and no foreign particles can penetrate into the handle.
Friedr. Dick offers knife sets specially tailored to hunters’ needs. An indoor
hunting set ideal for skinning, cutting, removing and trimming game
indoors in butchery areas, as well as an outdoor set for dressing, gutting
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and preparing game. The range is completed with durable knife sheaths
with and without knives included.

Friedr. Dick offers a special utility knife: a 10 cm long knife with a straight,
narrow blade, ideal for removing the rectum hygienically. Alternatively,
special field dressing knives with a serrated edge for opening the suture
and breastbone. The ball on the tip of the field dressing knives guarantees
safe cutting as internal organs cannot be damaged. No matter which
method is used, Friedr. Dick offers just the right tool for it.
Friedr. Dick has focused on sharpness since 1778: a success story that
began with a small file cutter workshop in the southern German town of
Esslingen, which developed into a high-quality business with a complete
product range for chefs and butchers and evolved from a file specialist to
a paragon for really good knives. Strict quality criteria and high design
standards characterise the traditional brand for professionals, which is
now finding its way into domestic kitchens. Every Friedr. Dick knife is
made of the highest quality steel and impresses with perfectly balanced
blades as well as ergonomically shaped handles for perfect cutting results.
The long-standing tradition and experience of manufacturing products for
professionals allow us to continuously develop innovative new products.

Further information is available from:
Friedr. Dick GmbH & Co. KG
Esslinger Str. 4-10
73779 Deizisau, Germany
Tel.: +49 7153 817-0
Fax: +49 7153 817-219
E-mail: mail@dick.de
Website: www.dick.de
www.facebook.com/Friedr.Dick
www.instagram.com/f.dick_official
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